Module: Statistics
This module covers chapter 5, and should usually precede the module on probability. The goals of this chapter are to:

- Explain how to read several types of graphs depicting data, including histograms
- Explain how to compute and interpret mean, median, quartiles, standard deviation
- Explain the significance and usefulness of the normal curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson</th>
<th>Lecture covers sections</th>
<th>Skills Check</th>
<th>Exercises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1—2    | 5.1: Displaying Distributions  
5.2: Interpreting Histograms  
5.3: Displaying Distributions | 1—3, 6       |           |
| 3—4    | 5.4: Mean and Median  
5.5: Quartiles  
5.6: Five-Number Summary | 4, 5, 7—14   | 15, 27a) graph – histogram & stemplot (round data – whole #'s)  
27b)  
27c) create - boxplot |
| 5—6    | 5.7: Standard Deviation | 15—17       | 32, 33, 35 |
| 7—8    | 5.8: Normal Distributions  
5.9: The 68-95-99.7 Rule | 18—20       | 38, 39, 41  
Applet Exercise #3,4 (page 182) |
| 9—10   | Practice quiz (Study Guide p 123) |             | Online quiz |
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